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In PNAS, Briscoe et al. (1) discovered that Heliconius butterflies have two duplicate copies (UVRh1 and UVRh2) of the UVsensitive gene, and they statistically inferred that the UVRh2 gene was subjected to positive selection in the evolutionary lineage immediately after the gene duplication. Using the branch-site (BS) method of Bayesian statistical inference (2), they identified 28 amino acid sites at which positive selection potentially operated. They speculated that the amino acid substitutions at these sites were important in shifting the maximum absorption wavelength (λ max ), because 4 of 28 sites corresponded to the sites in vertebrate color-vision opsins at which amino acid substitutions were shown to change λ max experimentally.
Unfortunately, however, the mathematical basis of the BS Bayesian statistical method is not well-founded, and the method is known to produce significant false-positive results even when there is no selection (3). In fact, application of this method to opsin gene data from many different vertebrate species indicated that the predictability of λ maxshifting sites by the BS method is not much better than random prediction (3, 4) . Furthermore, predicted positive selection was not supported by the small-sample method with Fisher's exact test. Therefore, the results from the BS method are not reliable. It should also be noted that the effect of λ max -shifting sites is dependent on the amino acids at other sites of the protein (5), and therefore, it is questionable if the results obtained from vertebrates can be extrapolated to invertebrate opsins.
The above argument does not necessarily reject the idea that duplication of the UV-sensitive gene caused the adaptive radiation of colorful Heliconius butterflies. Yet, the initial step of the Heliconius radiation could be caused by random fixation of amino acid changes in a duplicate opsin that caused a change of λ max under relaxation of purifying selection. Then, UV and yellow pigments in the wings of Heliconius butterflies might have evolved. Of course, it is possible that the wing pigments first evolved and then, duplicate genes, UVRh1 and UVRh2, were subjected to positive selection to generate species-specific interaction between UV vision and UV-yellow pigments in the wings. This is clearly a chicken-and-egg problem; however, the first evolutionary scenario is more parsimonious than the second, because the evolutionary change of color pigments in the wings seems to be quite complicated. In the second scenario, it is also necessary to explain why and how the colorful wings would have evolved without the UVRh2 gene in Heliconius butterflies but not in other species. 
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